This statement might sound overly qualified-"should consider" and "might prohibit or exclude"-but I see it differently. I see it as a statement of our aspirations, and I expect that our membership will hold leadership accountable if they make decisions that systematically "prohibit or exclude" significant segments of our community from participating in our conferences and other events.
But do not think this is a simple matter. Site selection for SIGCHI conferences can take a long time; planning committees for CHI conferences in particular typically look ahead four or more years (see [7] ). And SIGCHI and conference leadership already are aware of problems:
• Sometimes members of our community have not been able to get visas to travel to our conferences, including those held in the U.S.
• Holding a conference in one geographic region enables many more people from that region and many fewer people from other regions to attend: A look at attendance figures for CHI in Paris, Seoul, and Austin makes that clear.
• Convention and hotel facilities are not equally accessible throughout the world, so one location might simultaneously be a rare opportunity for local people and a forbidding barrier for disabled people.
• We also know that if the U.S. executive order is reinstated, the citizens of the seven affected countries already in the U.S. will not be able to attend conferences outside the U.S.-that is,
